
Name: __________________________________________ Date: _______________
Quiz name: Wonder Struck 10 Question test
  

1. Where does the story begin?.
A  Hoboken, New Jersey
B  New York City
C  Sacramento, California
D  Gunflint, Minnesota

  

2. Why did the curly-headed boy say to meet at the wolf diorama?.
A  Because it was his favorite diorama and he wanted Ben to see it.
B  Because there were wolves carved on the lid of Ben's museum box.
C  Because he heard Ben asking about it.
D  Because the dioramas were close-by.

  

3. In his mother's locket, Ben discovered ....
A  a photo of a young man with eyes like his.
B  a lock of his baby curls
C  a note with one word on it, "Daniel"
D  nothing, he couldn't get it to open.

  

4. Why didn't Ben find anyone at Kincaid's bookstore?.
A  The store had moved to a new location.
B  The store no longer existed.
C  No one could understand his questions.
D  It was locked up during August for vacation.

  

5. How did you know that Rose was Deaf?.
A  She wrote a lot of notes.
B  She does not talk to anyone.
C  She was holding a book, "Teaching the deaf to Lip-Read."
D  She runs away from contact with other people.

  

6. Who was the girl looking for in the museum?.
A  Walter
B  Her dad
C  Her sister
D  Daniel

  

7. Who were the old man and woman in Kincaid's?.
A  His mother's long lost parents.
B  His grandmother and great uncle.
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C  No relationship to Ben, just owners of the store.
D  His mother's teachers at the university.

  

8. What did Ben's mom give him when he entered the third grade?.
A  A new book about museums
B  A little turtle made of glued-together shells
C  a photo album of wolves
D  a rock collection that belonged to his dad.

  

9. What was the connection between the meteorite and Ben's hometown?.
A  Ben and his mother picked up bits of meteor around the lake.
B  It was the same meteor that had created Gunflint Lake.
C  Ben's mother was very interested in studying meteors.
D  Gunflint Lake was created by a meteor.

  

10. What did the girl do with her note that read, "Help me"?.
A  She folded it up into an airplane and sailed it across the bay.
B  She put it in an envelope and mailed it to her mom.
C  She hid it under her pillow.
D  She folded it into a boat and put it in the water.
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